
Digitizing and connecting factories has fast become a norm for manufacturers. But, the typical 

factory is not IoT ready. With the constant need for IoT visibility and improved safety and traceability 

on the rise, manufacturers need tools that are easy to configure and lead to smart manufacturing. 

To rightfully address such concerns, Cisco has the network management tools and technologies to 

make you truly 'plug and play.'

Cisco Connected Factory
Accelerator Bundles

With the Cisco Connected Factory Accelerator Bundle your business

impacts could be: 

10-50% Increased Employee Productivity

30-50% Reduction in Unplanned Downtime        

10-15% Reduction in Networking Costs

95% Reduction in cabling costs for mobile machine tools

Cisco has the factory of the future ready. Its three simple and attractively priced factory infrastructure bundles make 

connecting and locating in a secure manner seamless. 



Effective communication between machines and people 

A unified, easy-to-manage and highly secure plant wireless infrastructure 

Reduced downtime

Reduced risk 

The second element of Cisco's attractively priced infrastructure bundle 

addresses mobile visibility and productivity through a unified wireless 

structure, making it easier to access machines and tools on the factory floor. 

Through integrated security and management, and a validated factory 

design, the Factory Wireless leads to: 

Factory Security is Cisco infrastructure bundle's third component. It is 

designed to address pervasive physical and cyber security for the factory. 

Managing security in the network provides for granular security monitoring, 

threat detection, and incident monitoring. This further results in offering a 

secure remote access through managed security services. The overall 

business benefits for a manufacturer are:

Factory Wireless

Factory Security

With Cisco's infrastructure bundles manufacturers can leverage a full 'IoT-ready factory' that will lead to a reduced time 

to market and positive business outcomes. 

Whether wireless, security or automation projects, with Cisco you can reap the immense business benefits available 

from digitizing and connecting factories. 
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The first component of Cisco's infrastructure bundle is a unified converged 

factory network that overcomes complex network silos that result in 

downtime, data isolation, and vulnerabilities. With rapid fault isolation and 

resiliency; a reduced number of boxes, NICs and cabling; it results in: 

Factory Network

OEE improvement 

Reduced downtime 
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